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We kick off the series with this, which for the life of me I
didn’t go to for some reason. The main event and more or less
the only reason this show means anything is Rock vs. HHH in an
Iron Man match for the world title. Other than that there more
or less is nothing as that match takes over an hour. The only
other good match is Benoit vs. Jericho in a submission match.
Let’s get to it.

The opening video lists off things that happen in an hour,
including births, deaths and flights taking off. Think they’re
playing up the Iron Man match as important here?

This is going to be a tricky show for me as a friend of mine
that I was supposed to go to the show with is visible on
camera for almost the entire show.

Vince is with his kids and DX along with Brisco, the current
Hardcore  Champion.  Patterson  isn’t  here  so  Brisco  is  the
errand boy. They’re all in action tonight for the most part.
Vince makes Shane vs. Show hardcore for the most part. Rock is
champion coming in mind you. Even the mention of HHH’s name
gets mad heat.

Brisco is getting the coffee and the Headbangers jump him,
carrying him off.

Shawn, the referee for the main event, is here in fall too
small shorts.
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Too Cool/Rikishi vs. Edge/Christian/Kurt Angle

Angle is fresh and as goofy as ever here and I love it. He’s
“all that” according to various teenage girls. He gives a
nursery rhyme about chastity and “not shacking up with a bunch
of guys, but stay pure by following his three I’s”. I love
Angle from this era. Edge and Christian are tag champions here
and bring out some bags. The mispronounce the name of the town
and have a new Five Second Pose. They bust out banjos for one
called Jug Band The out of context visual here is great.

Crowd pops BIG for Too Cool. Or is that for Rikishi? Their
music is catchy if nothing else. The heels jump the dancers
and it’s on. That doesn’t last long as Rikishi and his lackies
clear the ring. Too Cool beats down Edge for a bit. Apparently
Stephanie was in Shawn’s locker room earlier in the day and
left smiling. I’m not sure how Becca would feel about that.

Scotty vs. Christian now with Scotty in control. Too Cool does
some double teaming and Edge tries to emulate it, resulting in
him  getting  crotched  on  the  top  rope.  Grandmaster  starts
dancing and his pants fall down. Oh dear. Off to Rikishi now
as this is moving a bit too fast for my tastes. Rikishi tries
to drop his fat on Kurt but missed, giving Team ECK (Edge,
Christian, Kurt, which is their actual name and not something
I made up) the advantage.

Angle beats him down in the corner and the champions add in a
beating of their own. Rikishi remembers he’s an upper midcard
guy and fights them off to bring in Scotty. Edge illegally
comes in so of course the referee believes that he made the
tag. Off to Kurt and Scotty actually beats him down a bit.
Crowd is all over Kurt here. Christian beats on Scotty for a
bit as they’re tagging in and out that fast.

Scotty sets for a powerbomb and drops Christian back into a
hot  shot  to  bring  in  Rikishi.  Is  Grandmaster  crippled  or
something? Can he just not come in at all? All three heels get



stacked up in the corner and are splashed at once. Stinkface
to Angle makes Lawler scream. Angle and Christian tries a DDT
on Rikishi for no adequately explored reason and the fat man
hits Kurt again.

Edge  spears  Rikishi  down,  being  the  only  one  with  some
intelligence on his team. He gets bulldogged down and it’s the
Worm. And so much for that as Christian pops Rikishi with the
bell. Grandmaster FINALLY does something by dropping the leg
off the top to break up the easy pin and putting Scotty on
Edge for the pin.

Rating: C+. This isn’t anything too bad and was a decent
enough opener. It’s a fairly fast paced six man with some fun
comedy spots and popular guys in there. This sums up this
generation  pretty  well:  I’m  currently  redoing  the  Mania
reviews and am doing #13 at the moment. This match was more
exciting than all but one match on that show and arguably a
second. Let that sink in for a bit.

Of course we get some post match dancing.

Shawn is with Cole and says he’s going to call this down the
line. There are apparently internet rumors about Shawn being
jealous of Rock and Shawn says if it’s on the internet it MUST
be true. Nice little shot there.

We get a clip from earlier of Eddie and Chyna arriving. Dean
gets in their face and Saturn gets in Dean’s face.

European  Title:  Eddie  Guerrero  vs.  Perry  Saturn  vs.  Dean
Malenko

Dig that pop for Eddie. Dean is Light Heavyweight Champion
here which he would be like forever. Dean and Saturn beat him
down with relative ease, throwing in a modified Decapitator
ala  Demolition.  I  love  hearing  them  drop  F  Bombs  in  the
corner. Leg lariat by Malenko takes Saturn down as Eddie is
down in the corner.



We get some nice three man spots including Eddie getting a
mule kick as a low blow to both guys. Eddie fights both guys
back and gets a nice rana on Saturn to take him down. Dean
leans  into  a  headscissors  and  gets  a  side  slam  for  two.
Tornado DDT by Eddie to take Saturn down for two as Malenko
saves.

Butterfly suplex by Malenko is countered into a sunset flip by
Eddie which is countered into a Texas Cloverleaf which is
countered by Saturn. Saturn double crosses Malenko as they set
for a Doomsday Device. He throws Eddie at the top rope to
crotch Malenko. Eddie gets up but walks into the middle rope
gutbuster from Eddie. Saturn busts out a Frog Splash on Eddie
for two as Malenko saves.

Perry tries a Texas Cloverleaf on Dean which Eddie breaks up.
Brainbuster to Saturn as this has gotten quite good. Saturn
charges at Eddie who ducks and it’s down to Eddie and Dean for
the moment. Dean gets a suplex and a top rope splash for two.
It’s a triple/double/whatever else JR calls it suplex as Dean
suplexes Eddie and Saturn suplexes Dean. Chyna drills Saturn
with the flowers and trips Dean to send him head first into
them. Eddie rolls up Dean for the pin to retain.

Rating: B. Another fast paced and fun match. This is what
happens when you put guys out there that know each other and
have no issues with letting the other guys look good. There
were some very creative spots in there and all three guys
worked very hard. Fun times indeed and the second good match
in a row.

We get a clip from Smackdown where Crash was taking a nap and
Brisco came in with a referee and got a quiet pinfall to win
the Hardcore Title. That actually was kind of funny. Brisco is
sneaking around in the bathroom so of course the announcers
are whispering. Brisco tries to jump himself in the mirror as
he’s all paranoid.



We recap Shane vs. Big Show which is fallout from Mania. Show
has turned face and is having fun and being funny now, so
Shane ripped him for it. Shane challenged him for no apparent
reason so Show promptly destroyed him on Raw. McMahon made him
run a gauntlet match and managed to chokeslam Show (with some
help from T&A).

Shane McMahon vs. Big Show

This is in essence a hardcore match. Show has almost rap music
here. I kind of dig it actually. Shane dives over the top and
gets caught with ease. Let the massacring begin. All Show to
start as he easily throws Shane into the ring from the floor.
We’re just filling time until the Corporation comes in to
clean house.

Show calls for the Chokeslam and here’s Boss Man for the save.
He drills Show in the knee multiple times with the nightstick
but here comes Show. Show gets a powerbomb on Boss Man which
is a move he could use more often I think. T&A come out with
chairs so Show drills them both in the chair to knock them
into the faces. Trish tries a low blow which doesn’t work so
Show throws her onto T&A on the floor.

Shane tries to run so Show follows him up the ramp. Show
launches him into the set like a rag doll. He rips the thing
apart but Shane jumps up and grabs the bottom of the Tron to
kick Show in the face. T&A come back to beat Show down a bit
so Shane can shove an anvil case into Show’s face for two.
Test even tries a cinder block but can’t get a shot in with
it. Shane climbs the set but Bull Buchanan pops up with the
nightstick. They knock Show into the sound equipment which
falls onto Show’s leg. A shot to the head with a cinder block
gives Shane the pin.

Rating: C+. Match was short but fun. Show is great as the
monster and having everyone come in there to beat the heck out
of him is a nice touch. Not a bad match at all especially



since Shane had no direction at all for the most part. I would
have had Show fight off the odds but that’s Vince’s company
for you at the end of the day. Fun though.

Brisco is still looking for a place to hide. He picks the
referee’s locker room and nods off. Naturally the referees in
there try to steal the title but he yells at them and leaves.

HHH is talking to Shawn about his shorts which are far too
small  and  far  too  tight.  Apparently  it  looks  like  he’s
smuggling bananas in them.

We recap Benoit vs. Jericho who are in their annual CAN YOU
TOP THIS contest. Benoit made the challenge this time and is
champion coming in. Jericho has a counter to the Crossface
apparently. Hardcore Holly attacked Benoit with a chair on
Smackdown so Benoit’s knee may be messed up.

Intercontinental Title: Chris Jericho vs. Chris Benoit

Ross liked Benoit’s hold better because it can go on faster.
That’s logical. Back and forth to start and Jericho goes for a
Fujiwara Armbar out of nowhere. I would make fun of the lack
of psychology, but here any submission works and Jericho is
trying to get something quick so that’s ok. Tombstone attempt
by Jericho is countered into a shoulderbreaker by Benoit.

Benoit gets a shoulder lock on and Jericho is in some trouble.
Jericho reverses into a Walls attempt but Benoit blocks that
as well. Springboard dropkick takes Benoit down to the floor.
Crowd is WAY hot here. Val Venis is watching and gets a title
shot tomorrow apparently. Jericho gets Benoit and the knee
into the steps to further his dominance. Back into the ring
and Jericho gets a Tiger Bomb into a backbreaker.

They chop it out and those things sound great. Off to Benoit
now as the turnbuckle is exposed. Jericho’s shoulder is rammed
into said buckle and then he does it again. Off to an armbar
again which Jericho reverses and they slug it out one more



time. Benoit may have a slightly broken nose from a few weeks
ago. Cross armbreaker by Benoit and Jericho is in trouble.
Sorry for the lack of jokes here but it’s hard to find stuff
to make fun of in a good match.

Hardcore Holly is watching too, I guess because he’s a voyeur
or something. Flapjack by Jericho has the crowd in a frenzy.
Jericho goes after the knee and tries to get the brace off of
it. There it goes so let’s whip Benoit with it! Lionsault goes
onto the knee and Benoit tries to escape. Jericho locks on the
Walls around the ropes in a very cool looking spot. I love it
when you tweak a move like that to adapt to your surroundings.

Benoit kicks Jericho in the face to get out of it. Why mess
with an idea that works I guess? Triple Germans by Benoit and
he goes for the shoulder again. Jericho gets a shot to the
knee and tries for the Walls. Benoit gets a shot with the knee
brace and hooks on the Crossface! Jericho almost gets to the
ropes so Benoit releases it and pulls him to the middle.
Jericho gets out AGAIN but Benoit slips the arms beneath the
chin and Jericho passes out to end it.

Rating: A-. Oh come on were you expecting anything other than
a great match from these two? These are guys that I start on a
higher level than I do most matches as I know it’s going to be
good. The idea here was how good was it going to be and this
was quite good indeed. Both guys had the psychology going of
course and it worked quite well. Good stuff of course, but
their ladder match the following January was even better.

We get a clip of Brisco getting jumped earlier. Cole talks to
Brisco who says he can’t have any peace as everyone, including
his kids and his neighbors are trying to take his title.
Behind him some venders are talking to a referee. Apparently
his StoogeSense kicks in and he pops them in the head.

Shawn is talking with Rock who says that this better be called
down the line. This is one of the few dream matches that we



never got.

X-Pac/Road Dogg vs. Dudley Boys

This is a double tag match, as in you have to put both guys
through tables and I don’t think it’s elimination rules. Tori
is freaking sexy. Tori put Bubba through a table and Bubba
looked downright orgasmic from it. Road Dogg does his usual
schtick that is on the verge of being done at this point. The
Dudleyz charge and clear the ring including the Fink who was
still doing their entrances.

There are a ton of tables around ringside. You have to tag in
and out here for no apparent reason. The Dudleys are the faces
here. Roadie and D-Von start us off but it’s off to Pac and
Bubba rather quickly. Pac gets a spin kick to take him down
and it’s to the floor. Never mind it’s back to the ring. Bubba
gets a middle rope clothesline of all things to keep control.

What’s Up to X-Pac and you can see Tori cringe. She gets up on
the apron so it’s What’s Up to Road Dogg too. DX retreats to
the floor as the fans chant for tables. The boys in green try
to run and the fight is on in the aisle. Back to the ring with
D-Von and Road Dogg. I think we’re at the point now where the
rules are thrown out the window. Bubba gives Tori the eye and
Pac seems to be ok with it.

Back to the actual rules part now which is rather stupid.
Bronco  Buster  to  D-Von  makes  me  very  angry  indeed.  D-Von
fights  up  and  tags  Bubba  but  the  referee  didn’t  see  it.
Naturally he lets DX change when he didn’t see them do it.
Spin kick takes down D-Von but a double clothesline gets him
out of trouble. Here’s Bubba who cleans about half of a house.
Eh make that the whole house I guess.

It’s table time and the fans are into this all of a sudden. We
get two set up in opposite corners and another at ringside.
Road Dogg reverses D-Von and the Dudley is sent through a
table via a pumphandle slam to make it 1-0 DX. Pac, like an



IDIOT, tries a rana in front of a table and goes through it.
Next guy of Road Dogg or Bubba that goes through it ends this.

They slug it out in the middle of the ring and get annoyed at
the referee. Yep the referee goes through a table. Brisco
wanders out here as Road Dogg takes a 3D through a table but
there’s no referee. Tori comes in like an idiot and D-Von sets
up a table while Bubba grabs her. Brisco saves her from a
middle  rope  powerbomb  with  a  low  blow  to  Bubba.  X-Factor
through the table ends Bubba and DX wins it.

Rating: C. I know people aren’t fans of me saying this but
this was what it was. It’s a gimmick match with a lot of
violence and people going through tables. Not bad but nothing
great at all. It’s nothing more than a way to catch your
breath before the main event and there’s not a thing wrong
with that. Not bad but nothing we haven’t seen before.

Brisco  comes  in  and  throws  out  some  crotch  chops  at  the
Dudleys and say it with me, gets a 3D for his troubles.

Another His Judgment Day is Coming video, which changes into
His Judgment Day is Here. This is set to a song by Kid Rock
and had been airing for a few weeks now. WHY DID I NOT GO TO
THIS SHOW???

The graphic for the main event is shown and the fans pop big.
We recap Rock vs. HHH which is a feud that has gone on for
like ever. Rock FINALLY won the title back the previous month
at  Backlash  after  HHH  escaped  Mania  with  it.  This  is
considered the third chapter in their feud even though it’s
their second one on one match in this feud. Shawn is the guest
referee due to his experience in Iron Man matches. There’s
history here as the last time Shawn was seen he kicked Rock to
cost him the title. Both guys have threatened Shawn if he
screws them. This video goes on forever and basically is both
guys saying ONE HOUR.

WWF World Title: The Rock vs. HHH



Iron Man match and if there’s a tie Rock keeps the title. HHH
comes  out  with  all  three  McMahons.  He  actually  sends  the
McMahons to the back to fight on his own. Wow indeed. Rock
gets a great reaction. Remember this is an hour long so expect
a lot of writing for this one. Here we go. There’s a clock in
the upper left hand corner of the screen so we have an idea of
what’s coming here. And never mind as it’s gone.

Staredown and trash talking to start us off here. Huge pop for
the lock up. No one can get an advantage but they have a ton
of time in this. Rock is swearing a lot in this. We’re about
two minutes in and there hasn’t been any real offense by
either guy yet. Rock grabs a headlock to get a tiny advantage
early on. Top wristlock battle goes to the Rock and it’s back
to the headlock.

Rock gets a trio of twos on rollups so HHH hits the floor to
clear his head. They talk about playing the clock which is
very true indeed. The smart thing to do would be to bring
handcuffs and chain a guy up outside and get like 100 ten
counts. Back in and we hit the headlock again. Big punch sends
HHH back to the floor again. Back in and back to the headlock,
which makes sense here.

HHH tries a leap frog so Rock hits him in the face. He avoids
the Rock Bottom and takes Rock down via a clothesline. HHH
works on the arm as we haven’t had the clock since the very
beginning so it’s kind of hard to say how much time last gone
by. Rock starts fighting back but walks into a DDT on the arm
to be put back in trouble. Ah there’s the clock and we have
just over 50 minutes to go.

More right hands by Rock and HHH hits the ropes. ROCK BOTTOM
OUT OF NOWHERE and Rock is up 1-0! Crowd pops huge for the
first fall as that was incredibly sudden. HHH isn’t up yet and
we have 49 minutes to go. Jerry points out that Rock is more
or less up 2-0 as HHH has to beat him, not tie him.



We head to the floor and brawl up the aisle with HHH going
into the railing. Rock suplexes HHH back in to get two. Shawn
has been a nonfactor so far. Rock wraps HHH’s leg around the
post and is dominating at the moment. A lot more knee work by
the Rock and HHH is in big trouble. Rock goes back to the knee
even more.

Here comes a Figure Four and HHH is screaming OW! We get into
the always interesting debate over should HHH give up to break
the hold or try to fight out of it. Rock gets three two counts
here as HHH needs a break badly. There’s a reversal so he
managed to get said break. His leg is almost destroyed though.

Out to the floor and HHH can barely walk. We fight into the
crowd for a bit with Rock landing in some big shots. Back to
ringside now with HHH in control. We’re past 20 minutes in
now. Sorry for the lack of time details but they don’t put it
up so I can’t keep up with it that well.

An elbow gets two for HHH. Actually he gets a bunch of twos
here. HHH hammers in the corner but Rock gets some kicks to
the knee as he’s using some psychology. He gets thrown to the
floor for his efforts though and the count is on. HHH breaks
up the count and gets thrown knees first into the steps to
reinjure them.

Back in and Rock stays on the knee. HHH hammers away but Rock
gets a knee crusher to break that up. Rock wants another
Figure Four but HHH shoves him off and gets a Pedigree out of
nowhere (that’s been happening a lot in this match) to tie it
up with 34:30 to go. Instead of covering again he chokes Rock
for no apparent reason. Rock is mostly dead on his feet so HHH
ducks down into a small package to get his second pin in 67
seconds to take the lead! 33:23 left.

We hit the floor and Rock is sent into the barricade. Rock
walks up the aisle as HHH follows him in an attempt to get
some breath. HHH catches him but Rock whips him into the set.



Rock tries a suplex but HHH counters into one of his own to
take Rock down. Both guys are down in the aisle and we pass
thirty minutes. This is the longest match either guy has ever
had apparently.

Rock whips him into the apron and gets a backdrop to go after
his back a bit. Shawn is yelling at the announcers, saying
there won’t be any BS countouts. Rock sends him in but puts
his head down, getting caught by a facebuster. A Piledriver of
all things (Lawler loves it) gives HHH a 3-1 lead with 27:30
to go. Shawn screws up as HHH is still laying on Rock but
Shawn doesn’t count.

Rock gets a huge clothesline out of nowhere but HHH takes his
head off for two. The guys are starting to get tired but it’s
nothing serious yet. HHH goes up but Rock slams/arm drags him
off the top. Both guys down now with 25 minutes left. Rock is
up first and he SMACKS HHH with some rights. The Rock: laying
out justice with his fists.

La Magistrol (a Mexican cradle that Eddie often used) gets two
for Rock. Rock might have a small cut on his forehead. There’s
a sleeper by HHH which as JR and I agree on, is a smart move.
Rock gets his arm up before the third drop so HHH channels his
inner Flair and puts his feet on the ropes. Repeat the last
sentence but this time Shawn catches HHH and breaks up the
hold.

Rock fights up and gets some right hands. Another sleeper is
blocked into a belly to belly but both guys are down. Rock
tries the spinning DDT that he used as Rocky Maivia. That is
botched to heck and back as instead of a DDT Rock loses his
grip. He settles for a regular DDT instead and it’s 3-2 with
HHH still in the lead at 19:20 to go. They’re mixing things up
here as we’ve had five falls and two have been off finishers.

Out to the floor again and Rock drops him on the barrier. HHH
grabs a chair but Shawn grabs it away from him. Rock sends him



shoulder first into the steps. Back in the ring and HHH blasts
Rock with the chair for the DQ to tie it up at just over 16
minutes left. Since Rock is out cold, HHH throws out a rollup
to go up 4-3 at just under 16 minutes. That my friends, is
psychology.

Rock is busted open now. 15 minutes left and Shawn looks at
the cut which is nothing bad at all. HHH throws on a sleeper
again which of course gets two arm drops. Rock fights back
with punches but the sleeper goes on again and this time it
actually gets a fall, giving HHH a 5-3 lead with about 12:30
to go. HHH won’t let go so Shawn makes him break the hold.
Shawn gets in his face and HHH doesn’t like that in the
slightest.

The argument lets Rock get to his feet and it’s time for more
punching.  HHH  gets  sent  over  the  top  rope,  landing  on  a
cameraman to give us the eternally funny view of the camera
flying everywhere. Ten minutes to go and HHH goes up top.
Being a heel he gets crotched and it’s a superplex by Rock to
get the crowd right back into it. 8:45 to go.

Both guys are down and the count is on. Rock drapes an arm
over but can only get a long two. 8 minutes left. HHH gets
knocked to the floor and Rock lands a slingshot to put HHH
into the post. The Great One gets sent into the steps and both
guys  are  down  with  six  minutes  to  go.  And  now,  for  the
announce table.

Five minutes left and HHH wants the Rock Bottom on the table.
Rock counters into a Pedigree and the table doesn’t break!
FREAKING OW MAN! HHH is more or less dead so Rock slides in
and it’s a countout for the Rock to make it 5-4 at 3:50 to go.
HHH is bleeding now too. Here come the McMahons! Shawn starts
the count again and HHH beats it by a second.

Rock is all fired up and they crank this up again. DDT gets
two as Rock drills both McMahon men. Spinebuster sets up the



People’s Elbow and we’re tied up with 2 minutes to go! DX is
here too. Shane pulls Shawn to the floor so Shawn beats up
both McMahon men as well. There’s a strange noise in the arena
and DX is in the ring. Shawn gets knocked to the floor, and a
video appears on the screen.

It’s the nursery rhyme video from earlier and Rock gets a Rock
Bottom. DX and Shane beats the tar out of him and Shane gets a
big chair shot. The funny thing about the video at this point
is someone was covering up the letter I in “Is NOW” so I
thought the video said Snow, making me wonder why Al Snow was
here.

Anyway in case you’re a moron, it’s the Undertaker and the
debut of the biker character. The song saying “He’s here!”
just as we got the first shot of Taker on the motorcycle
couldn’t have been more perfect. The crowd loses their minds
as  Taker  annihilates  DX  and  the  McMahons,  including  the
BIGGEST CHOKESLAM EVER to X-Pac. Serves you right you little
pest. Everyone gets drilled including Vince.

Stephanie tries to be the hero but Taker grabs her by the
throat too. HHH makes the save and gets a chokeslam for his
troubles. Now this is where they screw it up. The clock shows
about 5 seconds left as HHH is chokeslamed. Shawn sees this
but Taker gets a Tombstone as well, clearly after the time
(the clock disappeared with 3 seconds left) expired and the
buzzer sounded late. Taker waited for the buzzer to go off to
hit the Tombstone, but Shawn calls a DQ anyway and HHH wins
the title. The chokeslam would have been enough for the DQ,
but the way they ended it kind of screwed things up.

Rating: A. This was FUN. They realized they screwed up in 96
so this time they made it all about can you top this with the
fast pace and most importantly, NO REST HOLDS! I have zero
problem with guys being out there for 40 minutes and needing
60 seconds to catch their breath, but in 96 the match was
probably 20 minutes resting.



This was a fast paced match between two stallions and the
whole thing came out great. The ending was a bit botched but
it was insane enough that the fans ate it up with a spoon.
Another important thing was the lack of finishers. It wouldn’t
make sense for them to be able to kick out of everything after
such a war so they didn’t insult our intelligence by having
them do it. Excellent match that flew by.

Overall Rating: A. GREAT show here with not a bad match to be
found. 2000 might be the best year the company ever had and
this is a great example of it. Everyone was working hard out
there and the results are proof as to what hard work can do.
There isn’t a bad match on the card with even the worst match
being ok. The company was hot at this point and WCW was
already decaying in their grave. Great show and definitely
worth checking out.
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